Trelill Holy Well
2013 saw the culmination of a project to restore and repair the holy well
at Trelill, near Helston.
The well is located in the bottom of a shallow valley, beside a stream,
and until three years ago was in serious declining condition due to the
combined problems of flooding, scrub growth and deteriorating masonry.
With the help and co-operation of the new owner of the site, work began
in 2011 on a plan to restore the monument.
The first steps were to clear the scrub from the roof and walls and a
massive build-up of silt from behind the well. In addition, volunteers
removed a stone hedge from across the stream, whose blocked culvert
was causing flooding and a build-up of silt. With the fragile state of the
well then fully revealed, a plan for consolidation and protection could be
developed.
The final project to restore the well took place in 2013, co-ordinated by
Cornwall Council’s Historic Environment project team’s Monument
Management Scheme and funded by owner Mark Rowe, the Monument
Management Scheme and Wendron Parish Council with the help of an
enthusiastic team of volunteers.
The first step was to consolidate and
repair the structure itself, before finally
installing a fence to protect the
monument. The stone roof was
covered in turf to give it a weatherproof
and attractive finish. As a final step,
way-marking signs were installed and
Mark Rowe laid out a small parking
area and permissive path to the well.
The well will be maintained in the
future by Wendron Parish Council, with
help from the volunteers.
Conservation work complete; the Holy Well has been repointed and the roof
turfed; it sites within a small fenced enclosure, the stream flows gently by.

WENDRON
NEIGHBOURHOOD
PLAN
THIS IS YOUR CHANCE!
If you live, work or have a connection in Wendron Parish, this
is the time to decide the local, social, economic,
development and environmental issues are, and form policies
for inspection and adoption which must be taken into
account when the local authority is determining planning
applications.
Questionnaires will be found at and returned to pubs, clubs,
village halls, schools, post offices, churches, chapels etc.
PLEASE play your part by answering what you can and
returning them to any collection point by 30 September 2015.
The next step will be a public consultation opportunity to look
at the results and suggest how we might turn them into
policies.

WE NEED EVERYONE’S HELP
TO FORM THE PLAN
BY GETTING INVOLVED
Contact your local parish councillor
www.facebook.com/wendronparish

plan@wendron.org
#wendronparish

NEIGHBOURHOOD PLANNING QUESTIONNAIRE
STAGE ONE - WHAT MATTERS TO YOU?EVERYONE’S VIEWS WILL GUIDE THE WAY FORWARD
Please help by answering the questions using a simple tick system, and returning the form to the collection box.
Thank you for your help!

MY POSTCODE IS:
Do You ….?
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yes

Read the Parish Noticeboard?
Feel a part of your community?
Use Public Transport?
Think Wendron needs more social housing?
Think Wendron needs more affordable housing?
Think Wendron needs more open market housing?
Think Wendron should allow space for small businesses?
Think we need more renewable energy schemes?
Think vehicle parking in villages and hamlets is a problem?
Think traffic speed on B3297 and A394 needs restrictions?
Think use of heavy goods vehicles on minor roads should be restricted?
Use public footpaths or bridleways regularly?
Think more open spaces should be available for use?
Think wildlife and rural areas need more conservation?
Think better provision for cyclists is necessary?
Think more should be done to provide better water / sewage services?
Think we should protect / promote local heritage sites?
Think we should consider modern housing styles in selected areas?
Wish to volunteer some help in any of these topics?
Wish to add any more to this list which we may have overlooked?
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Thank you for taking part in this important first step in the Neighbourhood Planning for Wendron

